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King Caught Up In Royal Race Row
New Book Names King & Princess of Wales

London, 04.12.2023, 11:02 Time

USPA NEWS - Great Britain's King Charles III is at the head of the royal racist allegations over Grandson, Prince Archie, as Omid
Scobie's new book 'Endgame' is released in Holland, naming him and Catherine, Princess of Wales as two of the Royals enquiring
about the colour of the Prince's skin, prior to his birth. Scobie's book was immediately pulled from shelves across Holland following the
'unsubstantiated allegations' which are claimed to have been printed in error! Scobie and The Duke & Duchess of Sussex have yet to
withdraw the allegations, and whilst Scobie claims that his manuscript did not include the names of King Charles III or Princess
Catherine, Dutch publishers Xander Uitgevers have claimed the naming is merely an error. Many now claim this to be a 'publicity stunt'
by Scobie, aimed at driving book sales. The Duke & Duchess of Sussex have remained silent in the defence of the King and the claims
made in Scobie's book, many commentators seeing this as an attempt to overshadow King Charles appearance at the COP28
Conference in Dubai, where the focus turned from a highly anticipated speech on Climate to fresh accusations about the King and his
Daughter-in-Law, Catherine.

King Charles III is no stranger to controversy, of this we are all aware, but instead of the world focusing on his keynote address at
COP28, once again the attention slips to his estranged son & daughter-in-law, The Duke and Duchess of Sussex, following the bizarre
events surrounding the Dutch release of Scobie's book. Scobie has made several accusations before, as biographer for the Montecito
based couple, and whilst both Scobie and Dutch publishers, Xander Uitgevers have tried to pass this whole incident off as an error, it
has levied fresh attacks against the Royals, noted for their refusal to get dragged into a public debacle over The Sussexes claims, past
and present.

Buckingham Palace has released a statement that informed every option was being considered in wake of the revelations. It is not
unknown for the Royals to take legal action against publishers, with Prince William taking legal action when pictures of the Princess of
Wales on a private holiday were released back in 2012. What remains to be seen is the actions of The Duke & Duchess of Sussex,
who are now facing a 'nuclear option' proposed by a Conservative MP to have their titles stripped.
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